Abstract
Introduction

AGNES (Absence of Gradients and Nernstian Equilibrium Stripping) is a recently
electroanalytical technique [1] specifically designed for the determination of free metal ion concentration of amalgamating elements. One essential feature is the need to reach a special situation (called "target" for convenience) by the end of the deposition (or first stage), so that key parameters of this technique, such as deposition time and deposition potential have to be selected judiciously, especially if one desires to achieve the target within the minimum deposition time (or to reach the lowest limit of detection for a given deposition time). In previous works [2, 3] , we have developed different strategies to reduce the deposition time such as the use of a lower gain factor Y (controlled via the deposition potential) or the use of two potential steps along the deposition stage.
In this work we aim at analyzing the potential of microelectrodes to perform AGNES.
Microelectrodes have been gaining importance in trace metal studies [4] [5] [6] [7] due to their unique properties, such as a decreased ohmic potential drop, current increase due to enhanced mass transport at the electrode boundary, fast establishment of a steady state signal and increased signal to noise ratio, which originates in the changing conditions of the mass transport from the bulk towards the electrode as compared with a of the convergence of the spherical diffusion along the deposition step. So, here we aim at testing the use of reduced drop sizes because if the value of the radius r 0 is smaller, we will need shorter times to achieve the sought equilibrium. In this implementation we have used well described mercury microelectrodes deposited on Ir discs with radius around 5 µm [4, 11] 
Theory
The basic principles of AGNES have been described elsewhere [1] . Briefly, we recall that the first stage is the deposition (or preconcentration) stage whose aim is to reach a situation of no concentration gradient at either side of the electrode surface, while keeping a fixed ratio (given by the gain or preconcentration factor Y, determined by the applied potential E 1 ) of the electroactive couple concentrations due the Nernstian
where Eº' stands for the formal standard potential of the redox couple of the metal M, F is the Faraday, R the gas constant, T the temperature, and 0 M c and M c refer to the final homogeneous (flat) concentration value inside the mercury electrode and the bulk free metal concentration, respectively. The duration of the deposition stage is denoted t 1 . 
We can extend a simple model [1] , which consists in starting from a balance of the number of the arriving moles (by diffusion) with the change in concentration inside the amalgam. With a variable m we can embrace the case of spherical electrode (m=4) and hemi-spherical electrode (m=2):
where D M is the diffusion coefficient in solution and δ is the effective diffusion layer which is r 0 for microelectrodes [6] but depends on the stirring conditions for the HMDE. 
We have applied this equation in figure 1 to compute the time (in the abscissas) needed to reach 99% of any requested gain (in ordinates) for the smallest drop of a conventional HMDE (r 0 =141 µm for the Metrohm stand) and for the Hg-Ir microelectrode (r 0 =5 µm).
In both cases larger gains require larger deposition times. One can see that, for a fixed gain, the microelectrode reaches the vicinity of the prescribed gain faster than the HMDE. The horizontal dashed line indicates a typical (working with HMDE) gain of 
Materials and Methods
Reagents
All solutions were prepared in ultrapure water (Milli-Q plus 185 System, Millipore).
Lead standard solutions were prepared by adequate dilution from a Merck 1000 mg L jacket.
In all experiments with the HMDE, stirring was accomplished with the PTFE tip stirrer of the Metrohm 663VA Stand, which is screwed onto the driving axis. The rotation rate is set on the 663 VA Stand and it was fixed at 1500 rpm. A glass cell provided by
Metrohm was used in all measurements, which were performed at room temperature.
When working with the microelectrode, the specified set-up suffered dramatic interferences. To avoid these interferences, a home-made Faraday cage was specially designed to shield the cell, the electrodes and all the wires. A simple box covered with aluminium foil was used for the cell and the electrodes. This box was attached to a wide aluminium tube, which enclosed all the electrical wires.
Preparation and characterization of the microelectrode
The working microelectrode consisted of a hemispherical mercury droplet electrodeposited onto an iridium disk microelectrode. The iridium surface was initially prepared by successively wet grinding with 10 µm and 5 µm silicon carbide paper (Struers pads 2400 and 4000, respectively), followed by final polishing with 1 µm diamond paste (Struers, KITON) on a DP-Mol polishing cloth (Struers, DEKOL) lubricated with DP-Lubricant Blue (Struers, DEPT1). All polishing steps were performed using an automated polishing system (see [4] ). [4] . In this way we could check that practically all the Hg initially deposited was present until the end of the experiments.
AGNES Procedures
For a typical experiment with microelectrode, figure 2 shows the potential program of the simplest AGNES experiment (E, referred to the right axis, versus t) depicted as a thick solid line in the plot, together with the measured current (I , referred to the left axis versus t). A strategy (called "2 pulses" or "2P") developed to reduce the time of the experiment [2] (and applied here with HMDE) consists in splitting the first deposition stage into two substages, with diffusion limited conditions for the deposition along the first substage.
Results and discussion
Selection of the optimum t 2
The subtraction of the blank current is required to obtain the faradaic current. The first developed blank [1] , which could be called the "synthetic" blank, consists in applying essentially the same potential program to the same solution, but without the targeted metal ion. In this work we have used the "shifted" blank introduced in ref. [3] , which mostly corresponds to the capacitive current. Indeed, in the shifted blank, the deposition potential E 1,sb corresponds to a very low gain (Y sb =0.01) and we apply a E 2,sb keeping the same potential jump (∆E=E 2,sb -E 1,sb ) than with the ordinary or "main" (i.e. when we apply the typical gains, say Y=5000) measurements, ∆E=E 2 -E 1 . Despite some authors Notice how, for different metal concentrations, all normalised faradaic currents (lower curves) collapse, indicating the linearity between faradaic current and concentration (see eqn. (2)) regardless of the measurement time.
We have performed some experiments to verify whether the blank current is affected by oxygen concentration in the solution or it is mainly capacitive. We recorded several (synthetic and shifted) blanks along the purging process which, as expected, resulted in residual currents I ∞ (i.e. at a very long time after the application of the stripping pulse)
decreasing when the concentration of oxygen in solution was reduced. This residual current I ∞ can be, thus, considered as a measure of the O 2 present in the sample and was taken as abscissas in figure 4 . This figure shows that the level of oxygen has little impact on the total current of the blanks at the short time of the measurement (e.g. 1 ms). A similar irrelevance of oxygen in microelectrodes was already described when using fast electrochemical techniques [13] .
As seen in Fig 5 the ratio of blank current over total current goes through a minimum around 1 ms, so we have chosen this time as the standard t 2 for this work. This value of 1 ms is also the one leading to the minimum Limit of Quantification (see section 4.3)
because it is a compromise between a sufficiently short time (so that h is large) and a sufficiently long time (so that the capacitative current is low).
Calibration
Firstly, we performed a calibration of our setup and conditions with solutions containing I and s n-1 are the mean and the standard deviation of the blank replicates, respectively [14] .
The limit of quantification
In table 1, we compare the LOQ obtained with the macroelectrode and the microelectrode for the same deposition time (t 1 = 400 s). These results show that working with the microelectrode we can reduce the limit of quantification almost by a factor of two.
System Pb-PDCA (2,6-Pyridinedicarboxylic acid)
We move now to assess the speciation capabilities of AGNES with the well-known system Pb-PDCA. We have performed a titration by adding different concentrations of PDCA into a solution that contains a total Pb(II) concentration of 1.82×10 -6 M and a MES concentration of 10 -2 M to fix the value of the pH to 6.1.
We used the two-pulse (2P) strategy for the experiments with HMDE, where the deposition time is split into a diffusion limited substage during t 1,a seconds and an equilibration (at the desired gain) substage during t 1,b seconds. The gain Y was selected so that the blank was practically negligible in front of the measured current, while the characteristic times t 1,a and t 1,b were found by a bisection method [15] , consisting in seeking that there is no significant variation in the measured current when the equilibration time (t 1,b ) is enlarged.
Experiments with the microelectrode followed the simplest strategy of one potential (1P), whose potential program is depicted in Fig. 2 . Y values where selected so that the required deposition times could be taken t 1 =200 s, leading to a main measurement current around 3 to 5 times that of the blank. We were able to increase Y with increasing concentration of ligand because of the contribution of the complex [2] . and experimental values appears when the total concentrations of metal and ligand are similar. This fact could be due to uncertainties in the stability constants or in the composition of the solution.
Conclusion
AGNES had been applied up to now with conventional equipment, such us the Hanging Mercury Drop Electrode (HMDE). The use of microelectrodes, with a much smaller volume, has been evaluated in this work. Experiments performed here confirm their capability to reach a preconcentration factor with shorter times.
For the particular case of a microelectrode of mercury deposited onto an Ir disk the limit of quantification appears to be reduced approximately by a factor of two with respect to the conventional HMDE. A relatively high capacitive current seems to be responsible for not obtaining a larger reduction.
The Hg-Ir microelectrode has been shown to be useful for speciation purposes, since the free lead concentration was successfully measured in the system Pb-PDCA. The capabilities of performing speciation studies with AGNES using microelectrodes is 
